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The Following Abbreviations and Templates Apply To All Figures Presented Herein
*All Units in Standard International (SI), Time in 24-hour clock

Key to Abbreviations Used in Figures of Results Section
• BEMP = Bosque Ecosystem Monitoring Program
• CFS = cubic feet per second
• CH = well casing height
• CM = centimeters
• CM/S = centimeters per second
• DTB = distance to bank
• DWT = depth to water table
• ELEV = elevation
• GRAD = gradient
• GS = ground surface
• K20 = saturated hydraulic conductivity at 20 degrees Celsius
• M = meters
• M3/sec or CMS = cubic meters per second
• MEAN = average
• MSL = mean sea level
• PPT = precipitation
• Q = discharge
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

R = rate of change of WTE between midnight and 4 A.M. (transpiration assumed
negligible) (Loheide et al. 2005)
RSE = river surface elevation
STDV = standard deviation
TOC = top of well casing
WTE = water table elevation
Δh = change in vertical distance (change in height)
ΔL = change in horizontal distance (change in distance)
ΔS = change in groundwater storage; difference between WTE daily maximum
from first to second day (Loheide et al. 2005)

Study Site Identification Codes/Names
• WU22 = West Upstream = Bobcat
• EU21 = East Upstream = Badger
• WD12 = West Downstream = Minnow
• ED10 = East Downstream = Diversion

Abstract
This report addresses one of four tasks outlined in the Urban Flood Demonstration
Program’s (UFDP) “Investigating Groundwater-Surface Water Interaction Above and
Below the Albuquerque Drinking Water Diversion Dam.” The UFDP is a project initiated
by the United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) with a focus on urban flood
damage reduction, river channel restoration, and development of technologies to address
these actions in the Middle Rio Grande of central New Mexico (USACE, 2006). The
project involves collaboration between the USACE Engineering Research and
Development Center (ERDC), the Desert Research Institute of Nevada (DRI), Sandia
National Laboratories (SNL), and the University of New Mexico’s Civil Engineering,
Earth and Planetary Sciences, and Biology Departments.
More specifically, this report concerns hydrological monitoring of groundwater
wells installed with pressure transducers at four Bosque Ecosystem Monitoring Program
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(BEMP) sites which bracket the Albuquerque Drinking Water Diversion Dam (DWD).
The data obtained from these pressure transducers are coupled with river discharge and
stage data from the USGS #08329918 (at Alameda Bridge) river gauge located
approximately 450 meters north of the DWD, to provide a database for the purpose of
estimating the interaction between groundwater and surface water, as well as the potential
effects of the DWD in this urban stretch of the Rio Grande.
Also included in this report is a description of the monitoring sites, the techniques
used to install shallow groundwater wells and manage pressure transducers, and a
presentation and analysis of groundwater data results from before, during and after DWD
construction, with a focus on the first year of baseline data covering the period of October
2006 – September 2007. This data is used to perform a variety of analyses which assist
in understanding how groundwater levels are influenced by river discharge, rain events,
DWD trial operations, and soil properties.
Key findings of this study indicate that soils within the study reach are
conductive, with groundwater responding quickly to river stage changes. Ground water
levels are mainly a function of the boundary conditions (river and riverside drains), and
become deeper towards the levees. Lateral hydraulic gradients are less than one percent
between wells, with no major changes during the study period. Effects of DWD
construction produced about a 9-month disruption in water tables mainly at the Diversion
(ED10) site. Water tables then returned to pre-construction values.
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1.0 Introduction
This report addresses the first task identified in the UFDP’s “Investigating
Groundwater-Surface Water Interaction Above and Below the Albuquerque Drinking
Water Diversion Dam (DWD).” Groundwater, surface water, and soils data generated
from field studies and collections over the past two years will be used in the analyses and
discussion to follow, with an emphasis on hydrological monitoring of groundwater wells
at four sites which bracket the DWD in northwest Albuquerque, New Mexico (Figure 1).
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*Map accessed and modified on 2/15/2008 via the internet site:

http:// www.mapquest.com

Figure 1: Site location in northwest Albuquerque, New Mexico
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An aerial view of the study reach in Figure 2 shows a typical urban imprint of the
Rio Grande, bracketed by levees and riverside drains on the east and west sides.
Riverside drain inverts were first constructed in the 1930’s by the Middle Rio Grande
Conservancy District (MRGCD) to lower water tables and collect groundwater that
eventually drains to the river. They also serve as irrigation water channels and are used
to drain irrigation fields. Levees were constructed as flood protection measures after
major flooding in the 1930’s and early 1940’s. Further alterations to the floodplain and
the operation of Cochiti dam (about 65 km north of study area), have essentially confined
the floodplain between the levees. Because of channel straightening and incision over
time, over-bank flooding into the bosque is rare in this stretch of the Rio Grande.
1.1 Groundwater Well Naming Scheme
The naming system for the groundwater wells used in this study is a combination
of currently used BEMP site names and descriptive coding that identifies the location of a
given well. The names used for all wells in this report will be understandable to the
BEMP community, BEMP staff affiliates, UFDP personnel, and other interested parties.
Below is an explanation of the naming system.
Diversion, Minnow, Badger and Bobcat are the BEMP site names that originated
with each site’s location and placement. The sites were also given a simple number
system by BEMP staff based on when they were installed over time. For example, the
Diversion site has a number code of 10, for it was the tenth BEMP site set up since 1997.
The descriptive coding used in this study to locate each well cluster relative to the DWD
is denoted by either: East Upstream (EU), East Downstream (ED), West Upstream (WU)
and West Downstream (WD). Thus, the complete name of Diversion (ED10) West,
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refers to the west well at the Diversion monitoring site on the east bank, downstream of
the DWD. For the remainder of this report, all wells will be referred to as explained
above.
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Figure 2: Site aerial view (Aerial photo taken on January 26, 2007 by Tom Mann)

The twenty groundwater wells, installed with pressure transducers (and one
barometric pressure logger), are located on Bosque Ecosystem Monitoring Program
(BEMP) long-term ecological monitoring sites. BEMP will be explained in detail
starting on page 19. Each of these wells is equipped with a Solinst Level Logger Gold
Model #3001 pressure transducer, which is programmed to record water table levels at 15
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minute intervals. The well at Minnow (WD12) Center was equipped with a Sutron data
logger during the study period, but has since been replaced with a Solinst Gold Model
#3001 logger. The downloaded pressure values of each 15-minute data point are then
imported to a Microsoft Excel worksheet and into a formula which calculates the depth to
water table (DWT) for each well. Effective barometric pressure values are accounted for
in this formula.
The United States Geological Survey (USGS) maintains river gauge #08329918 at
the Alameda Bridge north of the DWD. This gauge records river stage height and
discharge every 15 minutes. The groundwater and river data are coordinated to time and
date at each 15-minute interval, creating a data base for the purpose of analyzing surface
water-groundwater connectivity and interaction in the study area.
1.2 Site Characterization
The four monitoring sites bracketing the DWD and used for this study are part of
the network of the Bosque Ecosystem Monitoring Program’s (BEMP) monitoring sites in
the Middle Rio Grande Bosque. A typical BEMP site map is shown in Figure 3. Since
groundwater wells were previously installed at the four monitoring sites bracketing the
DWD, these wells were ideal to install with pressure transducers. BEMP has monitored
these wells monthly (more often during DWD construction) at the two sites below the
DWD since fall of 2002, and the two upstream sites since January 2002.
Additional parameters collected and analyzed by BEMP as denoted by map
symbols on Figure 3 include: litterfall, pitfall, rain gauge and vegetation plots. These are
explained in further detail starting on page 19.
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Figure 3: Typical BEMP site map (BEMP 2008)

1.3 Project Objectives
a. Presentation and analysis of groundwater, surface water, and soil data to demonstrate
how groundwater levels are influenced by river discharge, precipitation (PPT) events,
DWD trial operations, and soil properties.
b. Calculation of lateral and longitudinal gradients within and between the sites.
c. Estimation of evapotranspiration during winter and summer using the White Method.
d. Summarize my involvement with BEMP; describe how data collected by local youth
and community members is used, and its relation to the UFDP
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2.0 Methods
2.1 Groundwater Well Installation
Shallow groundwater wells at BEMP sites are constructed and located in the same
patterns employed for nearly two decades by University of New Mexico (UNM)
researchers studying Middle Rio Grande riparian ecosystem dynamics. Jim Thibault, a
Research Scientist with the UNM Hydrogeoecology Group, generated some of the
following protocols for well and pressure transducer installation. Typically, a study
site has a center well with four others, each 40 meters distant and at one of the four
cardinal directions (Figure 3). All four of the sites bracketing the DWD display such a
cluster of five, 5.1 cm diameter PVC wells, hand-augured in place using a 10 cm bucket
attachment to a depth of approximately 1 meter below the water table. This is done
during a period when the adjacent river is at low flow. After determining depth to water
table, a length of slotted screen (0.25 mm) pipe is cut so that once inserted to the
anticipated final well depth, it will cover all but about 0.5 m of that depth. A drive point
is attached to one end of the screen and a 5.1 cm slip coupler to the other end. A length of
solid 5.1 cm PVC pipe attached to the top end of the coupler is cut to a length considered
appropriate for sufficient above ground well casing exposure. PVC primer and cement
are used in all attachments. All parts described above are measured to the nearest
centimeter to determine actual well length. Refer to appendix, p. 87, Figure W for
diagram of a typical well. Once assembled, the entire unit is inserted as far as possible by
hand and pounded to the desired depth using a fence post driver that fits over the top of
the well casing. Next, silica sand is poured into the gap between the hole and the casing,
and tamped down with a rod and shovel handle. A shallow depression is then made at the
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soil surface around the base of the casing, and a thin layer of bentonite is poured into it.
Water bailed from the well until clear is poured over the bentonite to create a seal. The
depth to groundwater from the top of the
well is then measured, as is the height
above ground of the casing (Figure 4).
Finally, the well is capped until further
use (Crawford and Thibault 2007).

2.2 Soil Core Retrieval
During the summer of 2006, UFDP staff
retrieved soil cores at each of the twenty

Figure 4: Typical well casing above ground

wells in order to develop detailed soil horizons and their properties to assist with
subsurface soil characterization with respect to groundwater flow conductivity. Soil
cores were taken manually, approximately one meter south of each well (when possible),
using a quick-connect, solid stem auger with a borehole diameter of 8.25 centimeters.
On-site soil classifications were achieved using the American Society for Testing and
Materials (ASTM) Visual Manual Method (VMM), then brought back to the University
of New Mexico’s Soil Laboratory in the Civil Engineering Department for further
analysis and verification of field classifications.
Specific VMM field analyses performed were: moisture, color, dry strength,
dilatancy, toughness and plasticity. Laboratory testing of soils included: particle size
distribution (sieve testing), hydrometer, water content, Atterberg limits and in-situ
density. The lab tests served to confirm or change field soil characterizations.
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2.3 Pressure Transducers
In anticipation of the DWD construction project, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service (USFWS) installed the first groundwater recording device (of the four sites) at
the Minnow (WD12) Center well in the form of a Sutron SDI-12 Submersible Pressure
Sensor Model #56-113. This sensor was installed on August 27, 2005 and records
groundwater levels in 15 – minute intervals. Since this sensor is vented, there is no need
to correct values with an external barometric pressure logger.
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) Albuquerque District,
Environmental Resources Section, installed Solinst Level Logger Silver, Model 3001
pressure transducers in the center wells of sites Diversion (ED10), Badger (EU21) and
Bobcat (WU22) on November 23, 2005. The three Silver loggers must use the data from
the barometric pressure logger installed at BEMP’s Rio Grande Nature Center site west
well in order to correct the data. This logger was also installed on November 23, 2005.
These three center well transducers record in 15-minute intervals, but because the
barometric logger records in 30-minute intervals, all center well data were converted to
30-minute intervals. Thus, the data from the three Silver center well transducers are
presented in separate figures.
The remaining 13 wells were
installed with Solinst Level Logger
Gold, Model 3001 pressure transducers
(Figure 5), along with a single
barometric logger. Refer to appendix,

Figure 5: Solinst Model 3001 Gold
pressure transducer
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p. 88, Figure X, for a comparison chart of Silver versus Gold loggers. The first pressure
transducer was installed on August 31, 2006 at the Diversion (ED10) East well, while the
barometric pressure logger was installed on the same date at the Bobcat (WU22) North
well. The remaining pressure transducers were installed on September 22, 2006, with the
exception of the Badger (EU21) East well transducer, which was installed on September
28, 2006. Refer to appendix, p. 89, Figure Y, for transducer installation schedule. At the
time of this report, UFDP staff has taken over the management of the above four center
wells, and have equipped all twenty wells with Solinst Level Logger Gold, Model 3001
pressure transducers, to provide uniformity in recording devices for the project.

2.4 Pressure Transducer Installation Procedure
This section consists of a procedural overview used to install pressure transducers
in each well and the programming methods used for each logger. A detailed installation
procedure used by BEMP and the UNM Hydrogeoecology Group can be found on pages
90 – 94 of the appendix. The first step in the transducer installation process is to perform
measurements of distance to resistance (DTR) and Direct Read Cable (DRC) suspend
length (SL) for each well to be equipped with a transducer. The DTR is the total distance
from the top of the well casing above ground to the bottom of the well. The SL is the
length of the suspended DRC which the pressure transducer will be attached to inside the
well. The DTR was measured by using a Solinst Model 101 Water Level Meter (Figure
6) with the beeper sensor turned off (Thibault 2006).
Step two is to suspend the probe into the well until it just makes contact with the
well bottom, and read the tape measurement at the datum mark on the top of the well
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casing. The datum mark is made by carving a notch on the top of the well casing below
the well cap and marking this notch in black with a permanent marker to establish a
consistent point of reference by which to measure from each time. These notches also
serve as the benchmark from which all
groundwater wells were surveyed. The SL
should be at least 10 centimeters above the
DTR measurement to ensure that the
transducer is suspended above the well
bottom. For example, at the Diversion (ED10)
west well, the DTR is 452.0 cm, therefore, the

Figure 6: Christian LeJeune
with water level meter

SL of the DRC was set to 441.0 cm - about 10 centimeters above the well bottom
(Thibault). The DRC is the cable used for the SL and has a connection lead near the well
top for attaching to a data transfer cable when downloading data (Figure 7). It is best to
have the DTR and SL measurements completed before attempting to install the loggers in
their respective wells. All logger pre-programming should
also be done before going out to the field in order to
minimize performing these operation in the field where all
available resources may not be ready. In other words, do as
much as possible in a favorable working environment to
minimize extra work and problems in the field (Thibault).
Figure 7: Direct read
cable connection lead
at top of well casing

Once all DTR and SL measurements are properly
set to each logger and the transducers pre-programmed to
the extent possible prior to field installation, the loggers are
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ready to install. If the wells have not been flushed and bailed in the past year, then it is
highly recommended that these procedures be done, and to undertake root extraction if
necessary. This will ensure that the wells are working properly and improve confidence
in the readings. Figure 8 shows roots extracted from a well, which caused groundwater
level readings to be off by more than 30
centimeters for about one week before being
discovered during maintenance. The roots
built up below the transducer, causing the
logger to be carried upward as the roots
become denser.
Figure 8: Roots extracted from well

2.5 Pressure Transducer Programming

The Levelogger Software Version 3.11 utilized in conjunction with the Solinst
Gold transducers is used to view and program logger settings, download and transfer data
files to be used for analysis, start new logging sessions after downloading past data, and
observe real-time readings in the field. This software is backward-compatible with the
older, Silver model loggers installed at three center wells for the study. Figure 9 shows an
example interface of the program.
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Figure 9: Example interface for Solinst Levelogger software version 3.11

At the time of installation, all pressure transducers were programmed to record
groundwater levels and temperature every 15 minutes. This recording increment is
preferred, for it can easily be matched up with 15-minute-interval river gauge and
discharge data from Alameda USGS gauge north of the DWD, in order to compare
groundwater and surface water levels.
Once all loggers were successfully installed and programmed correctly, a
database of 15- minute groundwater data at the four sites was started. Since the logger
data do not provide the real measurement of depth to groundwater (because of factors
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such as accounting for barometric pressure, well casing height above ground and DRC
suspend length) the downloaded data files are saved and their data used in a formula to
calculate real DWT and Water Table Elevation (WTE). Values used to calculate DWT
and WTE and a sample of the created database are in Figures 10 and 11.
The uncorrected head value, which is the data point recorded by the transducer,
must be adjusted with the barometric pressure value in order to calculate the corrected
head. To determine the actual DWT below ground surface, the corrected head and CH
must be subtracted from the SL. WTE can also be easily determined by subtracting the
DWT from the well elevation at ground surface. All groundwater wells at the four

CH

cap

SL

well

ground
surface

water
table

BP

DWT

H
DWT = BP - CH

DWT = SL - CH - H
and
H = SL - BP

DWT = depth to water table
BP = beep
CH = casing height
SL = suspend length
H = height of water column
above sensor

Figure 10: Measurements needed to calculate depth to water table (Thibault 2005)
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monitoring sites were surveyed to elevation above mean sea level (msl) in winter of 2007
by UFDP staff. A table containing all surveyed well values can be found in appendix, p.
78, Figure K.

Figure 11: Sample database used to calculate DWT and WTE using groundwater
data from the Minnow (WD12) east well. The sudden changes in WTE reflect the
rain event which occurred on October 10, 2006 (Modified from Thibault 2006)

A data tracking form originally created by Jim Thibault (Figure 12), and revised
for this study is included below, and contains the information and values needed to make
necessary calculations to gauge how accurate the loggers are recording data. An
accuracy range between 0-5 centimeters when compared to the water – level meter
reading is considered acceptable by the UNM Hydrogeoecology Group. If the reading is
off by more than 5 centimeters, then the logger and its programming should be diagnosed
and repaired/calibrated accordingly. The Minnow (WD12) Center well is not included on
this data sheet because it uses a different instrument and system for recording
groundwater levels. In Figure 12, the row labeled in yellow, “accuracy,” shows that
ranges for these four loggers on this day were between 0.76 – 3.52, well within the
acceptable range.
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Figure 12: Data collection and verification form (Thibault 2006)

During the study period for this report (summer 2006 – fall 2007), numerous site
visits were made to download data from the loggers, and to perform necessary
maintenance to keep the transducers recording accurately. All of the Gold pressure
transducers installed as part of this study were accurate within one centimeter when
compared to the manual procedure explained above, with the mean of all loggers within
2.1 cm accurate. The three Silver pressure transducers (older models) placed in the
center wells at all sites except Minnow (WD12), were accurate within approximately two
centimeters using the manual method, with a mean between the three loggers within
approximately one cm accurate.
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2.6 Pressure Transducer Maintenance
Routine maintenance that should be performed on at least an annual, if not
seasonal basis, include: removing the logger from the well and checking all electrical
connections and rubber o-rings for signs of water leakage and/or degradation; cleaning
the outside of the logger with a cloth; and keeping the circulation sensor bottom hole free
of dirt and debris. In addition, the DTR and well casing height should be re-measured
annually to track debris accumulation in the wells such as roots and sediments.

If the

DTR and/or SL should change, these adjustments must be made properly in the field and
the new values entered into the database in order to ensure continuous accurate readings.
If this need arises, it is a good idea to field test the logger and assure it is operating
correctly with the new measurements before leaving (Thibault 2006).
2.7 Hydraulic Gradient Calculations
In order to establish direction of groundwater flow from well to well and
longitudinally from site to site, hydraulic gradients were calculated. The calculated interwell gradients provide an indication of whether the river is gaining or losing in the study
area. For any given 15-minute data interval or preferred time-scale, the following
calculations were used. This example uses the east and west wells at the Bobcat (WU22)
site. Figure 13 portrays an aerial view of the site to assist with this explanation.
Site Aerial

WU22

GW flow

Dam

N

Rio

Figure 13: Site aerial view schematic
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Figure 14 shows a two-hour period of groundwater activity on October 9, 2006,
from 1900-2100 hours, just as a rain event begins to register in the wells at the Bobcat
(WU22) site. These calculations illustrate that groundwater flows from east to west away from the river and toward the west riverside drain, making this stretch a losing
reach.
Bobcat
Date/Time(hrs) East WTE
10/9/06 1900
1522.33
10/9/06 1915
1522.38
10/9/06 1930
1522.46
10/9/06 1945
1522.53
10/9/06 2000
1522.58
10/9/06 2015
1522.60
10/9/06 2030
1522.61
10/9/06 2045
1522.61
10/9/06 2100
1522.60
*values in meters

Bobcat
West WTE
1521.84
1521.83
1521.84
1521.86
1521.88
1521.89
1521.90
1521.91
1521.92

ΔWTE=ΔH
0.49
0.55
0.62
0.67
0.70
0.71
0.71
0.70
0.68

Δdistance=ΔL
80.16
80.16
80.16
80.16
80.16
80.16
80.16
80.16
80.16

Gradient= ΔH/ ΔL
0.0061
0.0069
0.0077
0.0083
0.0087
0.0089
0.0089
0.0087
0.0085

%
0.61
0.69
0.77
0.83
0.87
0.89
0.89
0.87
0.85

Figure 14: Sample gradient calculations
2.8 Riverside Drain Elevations
The bed elevations of both the west and east riverside drains (clear
ditches/inverts), were derived from a 2004 pre-dam construction survey performed by
URS Corporation. The west riverside drain invert is about 1522.17 meters above msl,
while the east is about 1519.43 meters. This is a difference of just under three meters,
and partially accounts for the eastward slope of the study reach. These values are used in
Figures 36 and 37, portraying the upstream and downstream river cross-section profiles.
2.9 Distance Between Well Calculations
In order to determine distance between wells for the purpose of calculating
hydraulic gradients and creating river cross-section profiles, the following calculations
were used. The example below shows the change in distance from the Diversion (ED10)
west well to the Minnow (WD12) east well using coordinates from the UFDP well
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survey. All distance between wells were calculated in this manner:
“From” Coordinates = ED10w Northing - WD12e Northing
“To” Coordinates = ED10w Easting - WD12e Easting
“From”
= ED10w Northing - WD12e Northing
= 1525986.58 - 1526243.01
= -256.43

“To”
= ED10w Easting - WD12e Easting
=1523054.16 - 1522404.52
= 649.64

Using the Pythagorean Theorem to determine distance between wells: c = √(a2 + b2)
distance = √ [(-256.432) + (649.642)]
= 698.42 ft = 212.88 m
Distance between Minnow (WD12) east well and Diversion (ED10) west well
= 212.88 m
Figure 15: Sample distance between well calculation
2.10 Downstream River Surface Slope Calculation
In order to effectively portray the estimated actual river surface elevation at the
study sites downstream from the Alameda Gauge, the change in height, or slope of the
river was determined using the following methodology:
Given an Alameda gauge datum of 4984.40 ft, and a gauge height of 12.00 ft, the
actual water surface elevation would be the addition of these values: 4996.40 ft (USGS
2008). The middle of the river in between the upstream sites of the dam is approximately
500 feet south of the Alameda gauge, while a similar location between the downstream
sites is approximately 2000 ft south of the Alameda gauge. (Distances were estimated
using the Google Earth Toolbar Ruler). The river slope gradient of 0.001 ft/ft used for
this equation was derived from a river survey performed by UFDP researchers. The final
values are converted to SI units below. This slope is consistent with the value used by
other researchers performing work as part of the UFDP.
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height = 0.001ft x 500ft = 0.5 ft ~ 15 cm for upstream sites
height = 0.001ft x 2000ft = 2.0 ft ~ 60 cm for downstream sites

In summary, a correction factor of 15 cm was subtracted from the actual Alameda
gauge readings for upstream sites, while 60 cm was subtracted from the gauge reading for
downstream sites. The terms, “upstream WSE” and “downstream WSE,” found on some
of the figures below account for these slope corrections.

2.11 Estimation of River Stage for BEMP Monthly Data
Because BEMP groundwater monitoring generally occurs on the third Tuesday of
each month, and is done at that one point in time per month, the Alameda gauge height
value at noon of each collection day was used in several figures found in the appendix to
compare depth to water table and river stage height.

3.0 Bosque Ecosystem Monitoring Program (BEMP)
BEMP is a science-based youth outreach program which focuses on studying key
parameters of Middle Rio Grande ecosystem functioning. The program is co-sponsored
by the UNM Biology Department and Bosque School, with offices at both locations.
Since the program’s inception in 1996, it has grown to support 24 long-term ecological
monitoring sites spanning 280 kilometers of Rio Grande Bosque from Ohkay Owingeh
Pueblo (five miles north of Española) to Lemitar (five miles north of Socorro). Every
month, school-age youth from over 15 schools, along with their UNM-student mentors,
collect and analyze abiotic data such as groundwater and riverside drain levels and
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precipitation, as well as biotic data such as leaf litter, and in the warmer seasons, surface
active arthropod activity. Other data regularly collected by BEMP staff, UNM and
student help include: surface and groundwater quality/chemistry testing and analysis, air
and subsurface temperatures, plant cover and productivity, woody debris cover, small
mammal trapping, beaver population and others. (Eichhorst et al. 2007)
BEMP’s monitoring efforts have led to a unique, valuable data set that has been
used by agencies such as the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, U.S. Bureau of Indian
Affairs, U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the Middle Rio
Grande Conservancy District and the City of Albuquerque, to assist in their management
decisions.
BEMP has stood the test of time and is regarded as a model program by creating
an avenue by which youth return to the outdoors, to interact and learn about their local
ecosystem through hands-on application. In an era of decreased opportunities for applied
learning through physical education, music and art class offerings, BEMP is especially
remarkable in light of recent educational reform efforts which stress the need to
reconnect our youth with nature, so they can have a relationship with it, thus work toward
preserving it for the benefit of all. The
emphasis on science leads some BEMP
participants to pursue science-based careers.
Strong connections linking improved health,
concentration, energy and focus through
applied learning and exposure to nature are
being realized (Figure 16). The more youth
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Figure 16: Christian LeJeune mentors a
student during BEMP field collection

learn about their environment, the more likely they are to visit it and bring their families
and friends to this experience (Louv 2005).
I will describe my involvement with BEMP over the past five years, and how this
affiliation relates to the project presented herein.
While working as a Junior Ranger intern at the Rio Grande Nature Center
(RGNC) in the summer of 2003, I first learned of BEMP and that one of their first sites
was located at the RGNC, and that the Junior Rangers assisted with the summer
collections as part of their curriculum. Being their youth leader, I was able to share and
learn from this experience as well. This led to me enrolling in the Bosque Internship
class offered through the Biology Department in the fall of 2003. In this class, my
interest in the program heightened, leading to my current affiliation with BEMP.
I started working for BEMP in late fall of 2003 as a field technician responsible
for visiting all sites installed with temperature loggers, which account for 14 of the 24
sites. My responsibilities include making
field trips to the sites, downloading data
from the three loggers at each site,
managing the resulting database, and site
and equipment maintenance. I continue to
perform this task three times per year for
BEMP.
Because of BEMP’s success in the

Figure 17: Second-graders from Rio Grande
Elementary School in Belen identify arthropods
collected from their BEMP monitoring site

community and schools, teachers and
parents suggested that BEMP consider
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providing more classroom and laboratory
opportunities for their students. This would
help BEMP collectors get a well-rounded
experience: from the field to the lab and
better understand what happens to their data
after it is collected and sent off to either
Figure 18: Students identify benthic
macroinvertebrates at Los Manzanares
Creek

UNM or Bosque School for further analysis
and processing. In addition, more collecting

classes would be able to process their own collected specimens such as leaf litter and
arthropods, and be exposed to other activities offered through BEMP (Figures 17 – 18).
This experience would give students valuable exposure to other fields in addition to
biology, and provide them with identification skills useful in performing subsequent lab
sessions.
I was fortunate to be hired as BEMP’s first
Education Outreach Coordinator during the
academic year of fall 2005 through spring 2006. In
this position, I was responsible for the development
and implementation of appropriate educational
outreach activities related to the monthly BEMP
collections. I created over ten activities and field
sessions that serve as baseline educational outreach
components as part of the program’s evolving
educational outreach efforts. Experience with
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Figure 19: Dolores Gonzales Elementary
School students measure depth to
water table

field, classroom and lab sessions at over fifteen schools, led to lasting professional
relationships with Albuquerque Public Schools (APS), the Belen Consolidated School
District, and the community in general.
Since the fall of 2005, I have continuously worked with a fourth and fifth-grade
special education class from Dolores Gonzales Elementary school in southwest
Albuquerque (Figures 19 – 20). Every month, I take them to the Calabacillas BEMP site
located about 300 m south of the Minnow (WD12) site. Because of their special needs,
they have been able to spend about 3 – 4 hours during each field experience. The first
place we go upon arriving near the site is the west abutment of the DWD, with beautiful,
unobstructed views of the river and Sandia Mountains. Here we learn about how this
dam will be instrumental in the upcoming change in municipal water supply. The
students also take some of this time to write about some of their observations and what
they are learning.
I then take them to the Calabacillas site to perform data collection and monitoring
tasks. After the work is done, we eat lunch
near the river bank, where earlier in the year,
we moved cut pieces of tree trunks to create
seats for our lunch area. After lunch,
exploring time is allowed. Spending the better
Figure 20: Dolores Gonzales
Elementary School students collecting
vegetation from a leaf litter tub

part of a day with these kids exposes one to a
range of experiences that helps with better

understanding the roots of what this type of work is all about and the ultimate recipientsthe students. These valuable learning experiences spread by word-of-mouth through the
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school, resulting in BEMP providing classroom outreach to other students at this school
who don’t have as much opportunity to participate in field collections.
Though the particular class I mentor on monthly collections doesn’t monitor
parameters at the four dam sites managed for this project, other students have been
collecting data at the dam sites since 2002 and 2005 respectively. Their data collection
efforts provide valuable insight into pre, during and post-DWD construction groundwater
table fluctuations, vegetation, arthropod activity and precipitation at the four dam sites.
The student’s collected groundwater data is compared to pressure transducer data as a
means of comparison and verification. Refer to Figure 21 for an example of the BEMP
monthly monitoring form.
My involvement with BEMP over the past five years has provided me with the
skills necessary to perform ecological research and teach school-age children and
community members about ecosystem monitoring. The exposure this program has
offered me greatly assists with my understanding of how this knowledge can be applied
to other ecosystems, with similar interests and focuses. Though my main duties with
BEMP include field monitoring and collections, especially with respect to the UFDP
project, I continue to attend monthly BEMP staff meetings and assist with program input
and recommendations, as well as participate in BEMP-related activities such as the
annual student congress.
I currently have potential BEMP-related projects developing in both Santa Rosa,
NM, and Khatmandu, Nepal. In summer of 2005, the State of New Mexico acquired a
116-acre wetland just south of the Blue Hole, famous for its year-round clear water and
scuba-diving opportunities. Over the past two years, I have done both field research and
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Figure 21: BEMP Monthly Monitoring Form
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analysis of the site, as well as presented my plans and ideas to create a BEMP-like
program centered on learning about the unique wetland supporting endangered plants
only walking distance from two of the three Santa Rosa public schools. Between the
interested agencies of the New Mexico Department of Transportation (NMDOT) and the
City of Santa Rosa, it is hoped that a program will be set up there in the near future.
Various parties from Khatmandu, Nepal have recently expressed interest in
transferring the BEMP model to several of their schools to monitor the Bagmati River.
This venture has resulted in site visits by interested parties in Nepal, as well as local
supporters networking with BEMP and myself as to the best path to set this up. Concepts
such as distance learning, data-sharing and analysis, and student exchange programs are
currently being considered.

4.0 Results
4.1 Explanation of Figures
The following pages contain figures depicting groundwater and river water
coupling over time in 15 and 30-minute intervals. Overall groundwater and surface water
patterns are observed with respect to time, precipitation events, and DWD trial
operations. Most figures contain a “site aerial” box in the upper right – hand corner
which represents a schematic of the site aerial found on p.3, Figure 2, to assist in site
orientation when analyzing graphs. The well colors on the aerial view correspond to their
respective patterns on all graphs. The triangles located along the river line represent the
approximate location of river slope corrections, with upstream sites denoted with a darkblue triangle and downstream sites denoted with a light blue triangle. Since “Elevation
Above MSL” and “Depth to Water Table” cannot both be effectively shown on
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individual graphs, “Well DWT Statistics” boxes will appear in the upper left-hand corner
of applicable graphs. Having both values available allows one to see the relationship
between river and groundwater levels by elevation, and an individual well’s depth to
groundwater.
4.2 Summary of Data Collected For Project
Data collected and utilized for this project include: GW levels from the entire
history of GW monitoring at all four sites (2002-2007), and surface water stage height
and discharge from USGS gauge #08329918- Rio Grande at Alameda Bridge. This
gauge also served as the datum from which downstream water surface elevations were
calculated. Soil properties from the UFDP soil survey were used to estimate hydraulic
conductivity, which helped in understanding water movement through the soils. The
results of the UFDP land survey resulted in GW well and riverbank elevations and
distance between wells. Vegetation data from the BEMP 2006 vegetation survey were
used to determine dominant vegetation at the four sites.
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FIGURE 22
Figure 22 shows WTE and RSE starting from the earliest period of automated
pressure transducer data. The four wells were instrumented by USFWS and USACE staff
prior to the UFDP project. The sudden spikes appearing in the hydrograph starting in late
June 2006, are coincident with the start of dam trial operations – a process to determine
how to best operate the dam under various conditions and to control sediment buildup.
The 2 m drop in the water table elevation of the (ED10) center well (early February 2006)
is likely the effects of dewatering and installation of sheet pilings along the north and
west ends of the Diversion (ED10) site. Referring to appendix, page 70, figure D:
“Diversion (ED10) Well Cluster: BEMP Monthly Data 2002-2007,” the center well water
table begins to decline in December 2005. By mid-March 2006, the groundwater
returned to its previous values. The dam appeared to cause about a four-month*
temporary disruption on all wells at the Diversion (ED10) site.
Not accounting for the period of sheet piling installation, the WTE at each well
ranged within 1.2 m of each other. Only the Badger (EU21) center well, with a mean
DWT of 2.72 m, and a maximum DWT of 3.17 m, has low enough water table levels to
pose stress risks to cottonwoods. There is no observed cottonwood regeneration in the
vicinity of these wells. A consistent DWT greater than about 3 meters is known to cause
stress, and eventual crown die-off in cottonwoods. (Horton et al. 2001)
*Though not shown in Figure 22, BEMP data collected at the Diversion (ED10) site in 2005-2006 show the
water table for all wells starting to drop around late December 2005, thus the four-month period. Refer to
appendix, p. 70, Figure D.
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Figure 22: Water table elevation and river surface elevation of the four center wells
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FIGURE 23
Figure 23 shows the Bobcat (WU22) well cluster WTE compared to RSE
elevation for the period of October 2006 – August 2007, recorded in 15 - minute time
intervals. Overall, GW and river patterns follow each other tightly. The east well
remains below RSE by an average of 20 cm or less during the entire period. The WTE
for these wells range within 50 cm of each other. The east well has the largest DWT
range of about 70 cm. Though the south well is located 40 m further inland than the east
well, both had a nearly identical mean DWT of 1.05 cm and 1.06 cm respectively. A
slight depression in the land surface of approximately 1 m in the immediate vicinity of
the well may account for this result. Cottonwood, Goodding's willow, field bindweed,
and yerba mansa were the dominant vegetation at the Bobcat site during this period
(BEMP 2006 Vegetation).
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Figure 23: Bobcat Well Cluster
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FIGURE 24
Figure 24 shows the Badger (EU21) well cluster WTE compared to RSE for the
period of October 2006 – August 2007, recorded in 15-minute time intervals. The west
well fluctuates in a somewhat irregular manner (when compared to the south and east
wells), and remains about 90 cm below RSE during this period, while having a mean
DWT of 1.93 m, and a DWT range of 1.36 – 2.73 m. This behavior may be attributed to
the overall land surface slope to the east, the conductive poorly graded sand composition
of the soil profile, and the well being less than 10 m from the bank. In addition, DWD
gate openings are generally biased towards the east river bank where the intake structure
is located, in order to mimic actual surface water diversions during trial periods. Data
show that these dam operations generally pull the river thalweg upstream of the dam near
the east bank of the river, being most noticeable in lower river flows. A discussion with
dam operator, Scott Schnepper, confirmed that the dam spends slightly more of its time
with gates opened towards the east bank. As the thalweg switches from east to west over
time according to gate operation, this response is best shown at the Badger (EU21) west
well.
The south and east wells are located approximately the same distance from the
east levee, and have mean DWT values of about 3 m each. DWT at both wells drops
below 3 m (range of 3.0 - 3.5 m) from October 2006 through January 2007. At this point,
the south WTE rises by an average of 10 cm over the east for about one month, while the
south well gradually drops down to the same level as the east by August 2007. The deep
water tables at these wells may be a stress indicator for the sustainability of cottonwood
growth and regeneration (Horton et al. 2001) at areas close to the east levee road.
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Dominant vegetation at the Badger site at the start of this period were: Siberian elm,
cottonwood, silverleaf nightshade and narrowleaf willow (BEMP 2006 Vegetation).
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Figure 24: Badger Well Cluster
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Figure 25
Figure 25 shows the Minnow (WD12) well cluster WTE compared to RSE for the
period of October 2006 – August 2007, recorded in 15-minute time intervals. Available
pre-UFDP 15-minute data from the center well is included. The DWT of the west well
(within 3 m of the west levee) averages 1.5 m, while the other three wells have an
average DWT of approximately 1.1 m. The center and north well mirror each other
during the months shown. (Note data gaps of the center well during the period of mid –
November 2006 through mid – February 2007 and early April 2007 through August
2007). All wells are responsive to DWD gate operations, with groundwater response
attenuating towards the west levee and riverside drain. The DWT of the east well was as
high as about 50 cm BGS, making it one the shallowest wells of the sites. Dominant
vegetation at the site during this period was: cottonwood, Goodding's willow, alkali
sacaton and white sweetclover (BEMP 2006 Vegetation).
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Figure 25: Minnow Well Cluster
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FIGURE 26
Figure 26 depicts the Diversion (ED10) well cluster and its WTE relation to river
surface change for the period of October 2006 – August 2007, recorded in 15-minute
intervals. DWT ranges of wells are within 80 cm of each other, with DWT increasing
away from the river. The west well shows the quickest response to river changes. The
mean DWT of the east well was almost 3 m, with a maximum of approximately 3.2 m
from December 2006 – January 2007. The area of the site close to the east levee is at the
most risk to water tables being low enough for cottonwood stress. The termination of the
east river bank sheet pilings fall within 20 m of the west well, making this the closest
well to sheet pilings of all sites (p.44, Figure 30). Though the pilings had a temporary
effect on GW levels during their installation, the system appears to have returned to
previous values, and remains so during this period. Dominant vegetation at the site
during this period was: cottonwood, sandmat, Siberian elm, and Virginia creeper.
(BEMP 2006 Vegetation)
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Figure 26: Diversion Well Cluster
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Figure 27
Figure 27 depicts WTE compared to RSE at the four center wells during the flash
rain event which occurred between the hours of 1700 and 2200 on July 31, 2006. A 48hour period is shown because the river and all four wells start and end at approximately
the same values. The storm registered about 1.70 cm of PPT in a five hour period at
USGS gauge #08329900 at the North Floodway Channel (NFC), located about 2 km
north of the study reach. River discharge increased from 11 to 113 m3/sec (400 to 4,000
cfs) in about an hour. This was the first of two major rain events which caused the
Calabacillas Arroyo (400 m south of the Minnow site) to deposit large sediment islands at
the outlet of the arroyo and the southwest bank. Erosion pins installed by UFDP staff on
the west bank were totally buried by sediments.
All wells respond to PPT about one to two hours before the storm registered at the
Alameda gauge. This may be due to riverside drains filling up with water and registering
at the wells before the NFC gauge recorded the peak of precipitation. Wells on the west
bank sites respond faster and with greater amplitude, as shown by the Minnow (WD12)
center well DWT rising about 20 cm in 90 minutes, and the Bobcat (WU22) center rising
about 30 cm in the same time. The average rise in the water table during the same 90minute period for the center wells on the east bank sites is less than 5 cm.
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Figure 27: July 31, 2006 Rain Event
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Figure 28a
Figure 28a shows RSE and WTE changes for upstream dam sites on March 6-8,
2007, resulting from a piano-like gate configuration test of the dam. These tests were
performed for approximately eight hours each day (Figure 32, p. 48: DWD Piano-Like
Gate Configuration Results). On the first day, gates 22 through 13 (Figure 33, p.49:
Diversion Dam Gate Schematic) were open and closed, in a west to east direction.
Individual gates took about 10 minutes to completely lower, were left down for about 20
minutes, then finally raised again. The next gate then continued this pattern towards the
east abutment. Each individual gate manipulation cycle took about 45 minutes.
The Bobcat (WU22) east well responded nearly instantaneously to dam trials,
with a WTE change of 15 cm-the same value of RSE change. The Badger (EU21) west
well had a WTE change of about 30 cm on day one of trials. An up and down pattern is
produced at the Bobcat (WU22) east well throughout the day, while the WTE returns to
previous values, along with the river, during off-trial hours. The Badger (EU21) west
well WTE gradually increases throughout the first testing period, then decreases to a
night-time low, before repeating this same pattern through early afternoon on March 7.
As the west to east bank trial finished (gates 12-1), the same general pattern as shown on
March 6 was exhibited in both wells. When the east to west bank trials began in early
afternoon of March 7, the RSE and WTE patterns show a slight change reflecting the
switch in direction of the gate trials. There was also an overnight rise of about 10 cm in
RSE before the March 8 tests.
The Badger (EU21) west well was more responsive to RSE change during the
period when gates 3-10 were opened with a WTE range of 5 cm higher than previous.
This well is the closest upstream of the dam, and along the path of the eastern leg of the
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dual thalweg created by a large sandbar island, essentially dividing the river into two
main flow paths north of the dam (Figure 28b). When the thalweg is biased towards the
east bank, this well more closely mimics the RSE hydrograph; when the thalweg is
concentrated towards the west bank, the response softens. Conductive soils found near
this well may also account for the quick response time. The completion of this trial came
to an end on the evening of March 8 as gates 11 through 22 were manipulated. The wells
and river had the same general response to operations as they did on March 6.
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DWD Piano-Like Gate Configuration
March 6-8, 2007: Upstream Bank Wells
Water Table and River Surface Elevation
15 - Minute Data
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Figure 28a: DWD Piano-Like Gate Configuration
Upstream Sites
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Figure 28b: Island north of DWD
FIGURE 29
Figure 29 shows RSE and WTE changes for downstream dam sites on March 6-8,
2007, resulting from a piano-like gate configuration test at the dam. The Minnow
(WD12) east well responded nearly instantaneously to dam trails, with a 10 cm WTE
range, while the RSE had a 15 cm range. The Diversion (ED10) west well only has a
maximum 5 cm range during the entire three-day period shown. Diversion (ED10) west
shows micro-responses on the order of 1-3 cm during all gate manipulations. This
minimal change may be due to sheet pilings
installed to the north and west sides of the
Diversion site, which may effectively act as an
underground wall which attenuates GW flow to
the west well. The north well is about 40 m
south of the fish passage, and sheet pilings end
approximately 20 m northwest of the west well
(Figure 30). The second day of testing, March 7,
Figure 30: Sheet pilings within 20 m
of Diversion (ED10) west well
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as gates continue to move from west to east, then reverse directions, a 20 cm RSE is
observed, while only a 5 cm WTE range occurs at the Minnow (WD12) east well. This
may be due to the maximum distance from the open gates near the east abutment during
the direction switch (while the west gates are up). Minnow (WD12) east becomes more
responsive towards the end of March 8. The Minnow (WD12) east well pattern is
slightly more varied on the final day of gate manipulation with a WTE range of 15cm.
This may also be due to a slight increase in river discharge that day.
FIGURE 31
Figure 31 shows RSE and WTE changes for both upstream and downstream dam
sites on March 6-8, 2007, resulting from a piano-like gate configuration test at the dam.
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Figure 31: DWD Piano – Like Gate Configuration: Upstream and Downstream Bank Wells
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Figure 32: DWD Piano Like Gate Configuration Results (URS 2007)
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Figure 33: Diversion Dam Gate Schematic (URS 2007)
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Figure 34
Figure 34 shows the response of each of the four wells located closest to the river
banks at each site during the two-week period of early snowmelt from mid-late March
2007. All WTE and RSE values start and end at approximately the same elevation, with
the exception of the Badger (EU21) west well, which ends approximately 40 cm higher
than the starting elevation. River discharge during this event ranged from about 85 to
120 cms (3,000 to 4,150 cfs). Focusing on the 24-hour period covering partial days of
March 23 and March 24, a small RSE pulse, followed by a slight decrease in RSE, then
returning to about the same elevation can be observed. The response of the west river
bank wells follow the river hydrograph with a 5 cm less difference in elevation change
observed at the Minnow (WD12) east well. The Badger (EU21) west well shows the
greatest change in elevation during this period of 12 cm, while the Diversion (ED10)
west well lags behind the river change by about three hours, with only a change of about
6 cm. This result could be from the sheet pilings installed in the vicinity of the Diversion
(ED10) site, which may attenuate flow to this well.
Figure 35
Figure 35 show the response of each of the four wells located closest to the levees
at each site during the two-week period of early snowmelt from mid-late March 2007.
All WTE and RSE values start and end at approximately the same elevation. The GW
response to SW change is substantially attenuated at these wells, mainly a function of
distance to bank (DTB). All wells have similar responses during the 24-hour period of
March 23-24, as mentioned in figure 34, but all levee road wells take about 6 hours to
respond to the small change in RSE.
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Figure 34: March 2007 Early Snowmelt Bank Wells
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Figure 35: March 2007 Early Snowmelt Wells Closet to Levees
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Figure 36
Figure 36 depicts the lateral bosque ground surface elevation between the
upstream sites, Bobcat and Badger. WTE, lateral direction of GW flow and gradient
percentage of flow between wells, and the change in RSE resulting from a flash rain
event on September 20, 2007 are shown. Soil horizons are represented by the colored
rectangles shown on each well. Refer to appendix, p. 75-76, Figures G – H, for soil
horizon classifications. All distances are to scale, though exaggerated. This rain event
produced about 1.07 cm of precipitation in a 7 – hour period. Discharge in the river
increased from about 20 – 100 cms (750 – 3500 cfs) in one hour during the peak of the
storm. West and east riverside drain invert elevations are denoted by the red triangles
and lines found on both y axes. The west drain is about 2.75 m higher in elevation than
the east drain, partially accounting for the eastward slope of the study reach. Gradient
calculations show that the upstream sites drain towards their respective riverside drains,
indicating a losing stretch.
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Figure 36: Upstream Sites Lateral Profile
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Figure 37
Figure 37 depicts the lateral bosque ground surface elevation between the
downstream sites, Minnow and Diversion. WTE, lateral direction of GW flow and
gradient percentage of flow between wells, and the change in RSE resulting from a flash
rain event on September 20, 2007 are shown. Soil horizons are represented by the
colored rectangles shown on each well. Refer to appendix, p. 77-78, Figures I – J for soil
horizon classifications.

All values are to scale. This rain event produced about 1.07 cm

of precipitation in a 7 – hour period. Discharge in the river increased from 20 – 100 cms
(~750 – 3500 cfs) in one hour during the peak of the storm. West and east riverside drain
elevations are denoted by the red triangles and lines found on both y axes. The west drain
is about 2.75 m higher in elevation than the east drain, partially accounting for the
eastward slope of the study reach. Gradient calculations show that the upstream sites
drain towards their respective riverside drains, indicating a losing stretch.
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Figure 37: Downstream Sites Lateral Profile
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Figure 38
Figure 38 shows the diurnal groundwater fluctuation of the Minnow (WD12) west
well during a similar 72-hour period during the winter from January 9-11, 2007 and
during the summer from July 9-11, 2007. The peaks in each line represent the morning,
while the troughs represent the evenings. There was no precipitation during this period in
January or July, and river surface elevation change was about 0.025 m in the winter as
compared to about 0.05 m in the summer during the 3-day observation. The monitoring
well is located about 75 m west of the river bank, and less than 5 m from the west levee.
Soils collected and analyzed near this well are predominately clayey sands and poorly
graded sand with clay near the water table. Hydraulic conductivity (K20) of the soils were
1.20 x 10-7 cm/s and 6.76 x 10-3 cm/s respectively (Pedro 2008). Predominant vegetation
near this well is Cottonwood and Russian Olive (personal observation).
The first year of automated data at this well produced a mean DWT of
approximately 1.50 m with a standard deviation of 0.09 m. Focusing on the period
between about 1600 hrs on the 9th to about 0700 hrs on the 10th , the WTE change (from
evening to morning) during the winter was about 0.0073 m/day, compared to 0.0453
m/day in the summer. The change in R (recovery rate/net inflow term of equation below)
between the two seasons is 0.0120 m/day; with summer R being almost ten times higher
than winter. The ΔS (change in daily storage term of equation below) between the two
seasons is 0.0070 m. Both seasons showed and increase in S from day one to day two.
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A specific yield value of 0.20 was determined by taking into consideration the soil
types found near the well and referencing specific yield values found in Arnold Johnson’s
publication in 1967. To estimate the rate of transpiration during the winter and summer,
the White Method (1932) was applied to the period between 1600 hrs on the first day
(9th), and 0700 hrs on the second day (10th):
ETG = Sy (Δs/t + R)
ETG = rate of evapotranspiration averaged over a 24 – hour timeframe
Sy = specific yield = 0.20 (estimated from Johnson 1967)
Δs = change in daily storage
t = time (24 hours)
R = recovery rate/net inflow
Winter (January 9-11, 2007)
ETG = 0.20 (0.00354 m/day + 0.00154 m/day)
ETG = 0.00102 m/day
ETG = 1.02 mm/day
Summer (July 9-11, 2007)
ETG = 0.20 (0.01055 m/day + 0.01355 m/day)
ETG = 0.00482 m/day
ETG = 4.82 mm/day

The data show ETG as 4.82 mm/day in the summer, compared to only 1.02
mm/day in the winter. ETG is nearly five times higher during the summer than winter.
Though these values are only rough estimates, the data is consistent with ET rates
calculated by the UNM Hydrogeoecology Group in their studies along the Rio Grande
bosque. During the same three days for both seasons, potential ET (PET) for summer
ranged from about 6.5-7.5 mm/day, while PET for the winter ranged from about 2.3-3.7
mm/day (Cleverly et al. 2006).
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Figure 38: Winter and summer diurnal groundwater fluctuations
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5.0 Discussion
The study area is composed of recent channel deposits of the Rio Grande. These
alluvium sit on top of the Santa Fe Group geologic formation, which serves as the deep,
porous underground aquifer that supplies the area with water for various uses. Soils
encountered by UFDP personnel can be generally described as:
•

Poorly-graded sand, with and without gravel and clay

•

Well-graded sand, some with clay

•

Clayey sand with various concentrations of silt, sand and gravel

Different soil horizons were encountered at varying depths in borings across wells and
sites. Soils found at the west sites are more heterogeneous in composition and the cores
generally contained more clayey sand than the east sites. The Bobcat (WU22) site cores
are primarily composed of clayey sands, with the north and south soil profiles containing
only horizons of clayey sands. Minnow (WD12) soil cores are primarily composed of
poorly-graded sand with clay, and poorly-graded sand.
East site soil cores were extracted about one meter deeper than the west sites, and
were more homogeneous in composition. Dominant soils at the Badger (EU21) site are
sandy fat clay towards the ground- surface, and poorly-graded sand closer to the water
table. The Diversion (ED10) site cores are predominantly composed of poorly-graded
sand across wells, with the east well having some clay containing horizons above poorlygraded sand.
Soil cores retrieved to depths of about 10 – 15 m as part of a URS survey are
generally described (from ground surface) as: silt, sand, clay interbedded with sand, sand
and gravel, and silty sand at the bottom horizons (Lopez 2008). Because soil cores were
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manually extracted only to the water table by UFDP staff, it is assumed that URS soil
classifications accurately represent soil composition beyond the water table. Laboratory
analysis of soils resulted in hydraulic conductivities (KSAT) ranges from 1.32 x 10-7 – 1.69
x 10-3 m/sec at 20°C (Pedro 2008). Soils were determined to be conductive and produce
rapid GW level fluctuations as a result of SW changes.
Groundwater levels were about 1.0 – 1.5 m deeper at the east sites, consistent
with depths of extracted soil cores. Depth to water table ranged from about 0.5 – 2.0 m
below ground surface, and about 0.15 – 1.25 m below river surface elevation at west
sites. At west sites, depth to water table ranged from about 1.4 – 3.5 m below ground
surface, and about 0.75 – 2.25 m below river surface elevation. All sites exhibit a water
table that gets deeper toward the levees. The west sites have denser vegetation, while the
east sites have sparser vegetation. (BEMP 2006).
Groundwater levels are mainly a function of the boundary conditions of the river
and riverside drains, and soil composition. The Lower Corrales Drain parallels the west
levee and has flow all year long, with periods of low flow in the winter (Appendix, p. 94,
Figure Z). The Atrisco Feeder Drain parallels the east levee and is about 2.5 m lower in
elevation than the west drain. The Atrisco Feeder is about twice as wide as the west
drain, and carries higher volumes of flow throughout the year.
In general, irrigation diversions start on March 1, are minimal until mid April,
then increase to a peak in late June. Water deliveries taper down slowly through early
September, before declining rapidly through the month of October (Gensler 2008).
Gradient calculations performed for this study show that both the upstream and
downstream sites drain towards their respective riverside drains, making the study stretch
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a losing reach (Figures 36 – 37). The riverside drains may influence water table levels
during precipitation events as evidenced by a slight groundwater elevation increase just
before the July 31, 2006 storm registered at the Alameda river gauge. Precipitation data
used for this study was recorded at the North Floodway Channel gauge, about 2 km north
of the DWD, thus it is possible that the drains would fill up with water and influence
wells near the levees before river flow. Because the riverside drain gauges are located a
considerable distance from the DWD, drain levels in this vicinity (available through the
Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District) could not be used as reliable indicators. In
addition, there are substantial diversions between the gauges and the DWD.

6.0 Main Findings
Several key findings produced by this study assist in determining GW – SW
interactions. Groundwater was found to be responsive to changes in river flow, and in
the case of a rain event, may respond before the river due to influence of the riverside
drains. Lateral hydraulic gradients are less than one percent between wells, with no
major changes during the study period. Effects of DWD construction produced about a
9-month disruption in water tables mainly at the Diversion (ED10) site. Water tables
then returned to pre-construction values. The longitudinal gradient between the east sites
gradually rose from 0.10% to a peak of 0.60% during a four month period in which sheet
pilings were installed north and west of the Diversion (ED10) site. It was also
determined that water table elevations are deeper as a function of distance from the river
bank at all sites. Application of the White Method in estimating evapotranspiration (ET)
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by comparing groundwater hydrographs from the winter and summer resulted in ET
estimates of 1.02 mm/day in the winter, and 4.82 mm/day in the summer.

7.0 Conclusion
This project required a multi-disciplinary approach to better understand
ecosystem functioning in the study reach. Knowledge of survey techniques, groundwater
well monitoring and database management, soil core extraction and analysis, the
relationship between groundwater levels and vegetation, the workings and effects of the
DWD on groundwater levels, and coordination between various agencies in acquiring
quantitative data were required. These skills are especially useful in the application of
Water Resource and Planning issues. It is important to work with and reach out to as
many collaborating agencies as possible in a project of this scope. This leads to more
knowledge sharing and lasting relationships for future project collaborations. The results
generated from this study may assist interested agencies in better managing the area and
serve as a framework upon which to conduct future research in similar areas in the arid
southwest.
As the groundwater level database expands over time, sites which display water
tables sustainable for cottonwood regeneration could be pole planted in order to maintain
a sizeable population of newer cottonwoods. When actual surface water diversions
begin, the resulting groundwater table fluctuation may imitate the DWD trail operations
of March 2007, as described above.
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7.1 Recommendations for Future Research
Because this report is primarily a presentation and discussion of baseline data
from the study area, it is hoped that continued research into the less understood factors
affecting the study reach can be performed. A few suggestions for further research are
listed below.

• Calculation of GW flow vectors to estimate directional flows
• Observe GW level changes with regards to vegetation removal/alteration at the
four sites

• Input GW/SW data into a more sophisticated data manipulation program
• Monitor erosion of west bank, downstream of west dam abutment, which could
eventually affect the Minnow (WD12) monitoring site

• Analyze the potential effects of GW temperature changes with regard to viscosity
and water movement through the soil

• Use groundwater well data to quantify ET between sites
• Continuation of GW-SW database management
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9.0 Appendix
Figure A
Figure A shows BEMP monthly GW data from the Bobcat (WU22) site’s inception in
January 2005, through September of 2007. All five wells follow the river hydrograph, with the
south and east wells exhibiting the quickest response and shallowest water tables. The remaining
three wells have a DWT about 70 cm deeper than the south and east wells, and stay within about
20 cm of each other during this period. The GW is very responsive to sudden RSE changes as
can be seen during the May 2005 snowmelt, and again during the storm events of late summer
2006.
Figure B
Figure B shows BEMP monthly GW data from the Badger (EU21) site’s inception in
January 2005 through the end of the study period in September 2007. All five wells respond to
river elevation changes, with attenuation in responses mainly being due to DTB. The south and
east well WTE stay within about 5-10 cm of each other and also switch WTE back and forth
during this period. The most notable GW responses to SW changes were in May of 2005, and
the late summer storms of 2006. The GW response to both peaks of snowmelt runoff in March
and May of 2007 can also be clearly seen.
Figure C
Figure C shows BEMP monthly GW data from the Minnow (WD12) site’s inception in
November 2002 through the end of the study period in September 2007. Alameda gauge data
did not come online until July 2003. Monthly data from the Minnow site start almost two years
before the upstream sites, and with the exception of the Diversion (ED10) site, has the longest,
continuous GW database. The south and east wells stay within 40 cm of the RSE most of the
period, and mimic each other’s pattern by a difference of 5 cm. In March and October of 2005,
the WTE and RSE are over a meter apart for these two wells. The west, center and north wells
range within 20 – 25 cm of each other the majority of the time, and have a DWT of about 50 cm
deeper than the south and east wells. All wells at this site are very responsive to RSE changes.
Figure D
Figure D shows BEMP monthly GW data from the Diversion (ED10) site’s inception in
July 2002 through the end of the study period in September 2007, the longest record of
continuous GW data that exist between the four sites. Alameda gauge data did not come online
until July 2003. All wells at this site respond to RSE change in concert, with the greatest
attenuation concentrated at the east well. The south, center and north wells have nearly identical
patterns of response throughout the period of dewatering and installation of sheet pilings along
the west and north boundaries of this site during late 2005 through March 2006. Water tables
drop between 1.3 – 3.0 m at all wells during this estimated 6 - month period, and return to
equilibrium in spring 2006. The largest drop in the WTE mean during sheet piling installation
(when compared to pre-dam WTE means), was about 2.7 m at the west well, and about 3.0 m at
the center, both remaining at these greater depths for about a two-month period. The WTE of the
south, center and north wells during the post-dam construction period ranged about 35 cm within
each other, a difference of some 25-30 cm when compared to pre-dam conditions.
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Figure A: Bobcat (WU22) Well Cluster 2005 – 2007
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Figures E1 & E2
Figures E1 and E2 show the entire period of the Alameda river gauge starting in May 2005 –
August 2007 for reference. The dark blue line represents the RSE at the upstream sites, while the
light-blue line represents the RSE at the downstream sites. Both have been corrected to show
actual RSE accounting for downstream river slope. There is a difference of about 45 cm in river
height between the up and downstream sites. The river shows obvious responses to precipitation,
snowmelt, and DWD trial operations. In comparing the pre-dam and post-dam hydrographs, an
obvious change in the pattern can be seen starting in mid-June 2006 through the end of the study
period. This is a direct reflection of the start of DWD operations which continue to be performed
into the present time.

Figure E1: River surface elevation at upstream and downstream sites adjusted from USGS gauge (USGS 2005 – 2006)
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Figure E2: River surface elevation at upstream and downstream sites adjusted from USGS gauge (USGS 2006 – 2007)
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Figure F: Hydraulic conductivity of specific soil samples
extracted and tested for this study (Pedro 2008)
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Figure G: Bobcat (WU22) Soil Horizons (Pedro 2008)
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Figure H: Badger (EU21) Soil Horizons (Pedro 2008)
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Figure I: Minnow (WD12) Soil Horizons (Pedro 2008)
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Figure J: Diversion (ED10) Soil Horizons (Pedro 2008)
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Figure K: Results of the UFDP survey performed during winter
2007 and used for this project
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[November-06]
[25-Jan-07 to 28-Jan-07]
[31-Jan-07]
[01-Feb-07]
[02-Feb-07]
[04-Feb-07]
[07-Feb-07]
[08-Feb-07]
[09-Feb-07]
[09-Feb-07]
[11-Feb-07]
[11-Feb-07]
[12-Feb-07]
[12-Feb-07 to 15-Feb-07]
[15-Feb-07]
[15-Feb-07]
[16-Feb-07]
[19-Feb-07]
[21-Feb-07]
[24-Feb-07]
[28-Feb-07]
[02-Mar-07]
[06-Mar-07 to 07-Mar-07]
[09-Mar-07]
[13-Mar to 14-Mar]
[15-Mar-07]
[20-Mar-07]
[22-Mar-07]
[26-Mar-07]
[27-Mar-07]
[30-Mar-07]

Channel Sand Bar Dredging and Relocation
Diversion Gate Trial Operation
Diversion Gate Trial Operation
West Bank Erosion
West Side Channel Sand Bar Relocation
West Side Channel Sand Bar Relocation
West Side Channel Sand Bar Relocation
Fish Passage Sediment Flush
Middle Channel Sand Bar Relocation
Field Note and Water Depth taken from kayak
Middle Channel Sand Bar Relocation
Diversion Structure Maintenance
Middle Channel Sand Bar Relocation
Middle Channel Sand Bar Relocation
Middle Channel Sand Bar Relocation
Diversion Gate Trial Operation
Diversion Gate Trial Operation
Diversion Gate Trial Operation
Middle Channel Sand Bar Relocation
Middle Channel Sand Bar Relocation
Middle Channel Sand Bar Relocation
Diversion Gate Trial Operation
Piano-Like Diversion Gate Configuration
Piano-Like Diversion Gate Configuration
Partially Raised Gate for Low-Flow Management
Sand Bars flushing over West Side Gates
Sand Bars flushing over West Side Gates
Partially Raised Gate for Low-Flow Management
Sediment Deposition on North Intake Bay
Center Gates Opening for Sand Bar Relocation
Center Gates Opening for Sand Bar Relocation

*Revised from: http://www.unm.edu/~abqdam/Periodical_Observation.htm

Figure L: DWD Trial Operation and Activity Schedule, November 2006 – March 2007
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

January 5, 2005: construction on west – side of dam starts
February – March 2005: west – side sheet pilings installed, foundation densification
performed
April 15, 2005: west – side concrete foundation complete
April 16 – August 1, 2005: no construction performed
August 1, 2005 – start of construction of east – side intake structure, sheet piling
installation and foundation densification
September 1, 2005 – November 15, 2005: completed west – side construction
November 15, 2005 – April 1, 2006: completion of east – side infrastructure to include
sheet piling installation, foundation densification, entire intake structure, and installation
of twin 150 cm pipes from intake structure to east side of levee and riverside drain to
area of pump station to be constructed
December 2005 – January 2006: east levee removed to allow placement of 150 cm
pipes to pump station area
April 15, 2006: all DWD construction completed
Figure M: DWD Construction Schedule Overview (Lopez 2008)
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Groundwater Well Installation Protocol
(Thibault 2003)
I. Introduction
Shallow ground water (GW) wells are used in the Bosque to monitor water table (WT) elevations
and to provide representative water chemistry samples from the saturated zone. Networks of
wells can be used to determine shallow subsurface flow paths and spatial and temporal
biogeochemical characteristics of the GW.
The wells are composed of 2-inch internal diameter PVC pipe with a solid upper casing and an
intake that intersects the WT. The intake is the screened segment of the well through which GW
flows. In the shallow, mostly unconfined aquifers typical of the Bosque research sites, the water
level in the well is a good indicator of the depth to the water table (DWT).
Piezometers differ from monitoring wells in that they are constructed with a very short intake
and are designed to measure hydraulic head from pressure head and elevation head. The water
level in a piezometer generally does not give the direct position of the WT. Nested piezometers
set at various depths are used to measure GW gradients and to construct flow nets. However,
they are less suited for biogeochemical sampling than monitoring wells because the short intake
restricts yield and represents a limited region of the saturated zone.
If possible, the well intake should be of sufficient length
to encompass the range of expected WT elevations (Fig. N).
This may not be possible during flooding and high flows or
during very dry periods with low flows.
The optimal time to install wells is during base flow when
low WT elevations facilitate hole boring in the Bosque.
Base flow conditions depend of course on weather
conditions, and vary in time and space along the
Middle Rio Grande. We have observed low flows during:
1. April, when irrigation begins but prior to peak
snowmelt runoff.
2. Late June, post snowmelt peak and prior to
summer monsoon season.
3. Late September/early October, post monsoon
season but before the end of irrigation season.

Figure N. Intake screen should
capture range in WT elevations
if possible.
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II. Supplies, Tools and Equipment
A. Supplies (available at Rodgers & Co., Inc., Isleta SE, ABQ--UNM POs accepted)
 PVC pipe--2” ID Sch 40, screened (0.01” or 10-slot, $30.30/10’) for intake and solid
($5.60/10’) for casing. Amount depends on DWT, flooding vs. non-flooding site, etc. Pipes
come in various lengths, are sold by the foot, and come with male and female threaded ends.
Solid pipe ends are also sold unthreaded, some with built-in coupling. Unthreaded solid
pipes w/coupled joints are less likely to break during well insertion.
 2” PVC drive points, male and female threaded ($7.50 ea) depending on your screened pipe
ends. Slip-type points that are inserted into non-threaded screen pipe are also handy for cut
lengths of screened PVC, but may not be available at Rodgers. 1/well.
 2” slip couplers to join pipes as needed--depends on # of solid PVC ends w/built-in coupling,
but slip couplers are handy for extending well lengths, etc. ($1.35 ea).
 2” PVC well caps--slip type ($1.02 ea). 1/well. Locking types available, $15-20 each.
 PVC primer and cement for some joint connections, e.g. slip points w/cut screen pipe.
 Bentonite--to seal annular space near surface, sold in 50# bags ($6.03) as Hole- or KwikPlug. Go w/3/8” chips vs. pellets (costly) or powder. Enough for several wells.
 Silica sand--size 10-20 ($6.23/50# bag), for the well filter pack. Plan on ~ 1 bag/well.
B. Tools/Equipment
 Soil auger w/3” bucket and extensions, 2 adj. wrenches and strap wrench
 San Angelo rod w/spade end for breaking up roots, hard soils
 Steel rods for packing sand--1-2, 1 long enough to reach near depth of well if possible
 Fence post driver that fits over PVC pipe
 Sledgehammers--1 large (10-12-lb. head), one small (for packing rods, etc.)
 Sledgehammer blocks--~15” L 4”x4” blocks w/partially bored hole that fits over the 2” PVC
pipe. Note--fence post driver preferred over sledgehammer driving, see p. 4.
 Stepladder—to stand on if necessary when starting the well driving
 Pipecutter--for ≥ 2” pipe
 10 m graduated ½” PVC pole for measuring depths in bore hole
 Water level indicator (beeper)
 Tape measure (w/metric highly preferable)
 Well bailer
 Duct tape, hacksaw, large screwdriver, WD-40, pipe wrench, shovel
 Spray paint--cans of gray and brown spray paint to camouflage wells as needed
 Compass (or GPS unit), 100 m tape, flagging, loppers, and bow saw for siting wells
 Sediment sampling materials--Whirli-bags, dumping bin, trowel
 5 gal bucket--for supplies and to stand on if necessary, e.g. starting the well driving
C. Misc--head protection (hard hats/goggles, if using sledgehammer method), work gloves, site
keys & permits, fieldbook, pencil, calculator, black sharpie, drinking water, bug spray
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III. Well Installation
A. Bore Hole
 Auger down to WT, collecting sediment samples for texture
analysis if desired. The seds should be sloppy-wet at the WT. If just
damp you may have only reached the capillary fringe--keep digging.
 At the WT the hole will collapse and boring deeper will be limited.
Use the auger/rod to try to work (loosen) the seds at the WT and
advance the hole as best you can (Fig. O). This will facilitate driving
in the well. Estimate DWT using the PVC rod or beeper.
B. Assemble the Well
 Determine the intake length based on the DWT. Try to extend
the well ~ 100 cm below the WT (more if WT is not near base flow).
The intake should end up ~ 25 cm below ground. So, cut the
screened PVC to the DWT plus 75 cm (Fig. P) It’s best to use the
pipecutter to ensure that connections are tight.
 Attach a drive point and a length of solid PVC for the
casing to the intake screen. Use male/female or slip-type
points and slip couplings as necessary. Use PVC primer
and cement if necessary. The solid PVC should be long
enough to cover the 25 cm below ground depth and to
fit the fence post driver (150 cm is a good length).
 Now that the well is assembled, measure the
effective screen length (Fig. Q), correcting for
sections covered by couplings, etc. For example,
a slip-type drive point inserted into a cut piece
of screened PVC pipe will eliminate ~3.3 cm of
intake.

Figure O. Work the seds
with the auger to
advance the hole.

25 intake
depth

DWT
200
300
well
depth

100 depth
below WT

effective screen length
Figure Q. Measure effective screen length.

Figure P. Determine intake
length. Ex. If DWT = 200 cm,
cut 275 cm of screen length.
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 Measure the well from the bottom, marking the casing at convenient intervals (e.g. 10
cm. Fig. R). Also mark the casing at the point at which the well driving should stop, i.e., ~25 cm
above the intake.
2
mark driving depth
5
x

mark length intervals

Figure R. Mark length intervals and the endpoint on the casing before driving the well into the
ground.
C. Insert the Well
 Drive the assembled well into the bored hole, working it in by hand as deep as
possible.


Cover the top of the well casing with a couple of strips of duct tape.

 Drive the well to the desired depth using the fence post driver. Less recommended is
to place a wood block atop the casing and strike it with the sledgehammer (the block will need to
be held in place by a crewmember--wear your hard hat, goggles and gloves). The sledgehammer
can also be used to advance the fence post driver if it becomes too difficult to advance by hand-use a 2x4 scrap atop the post driver. With either method, don’t use too much force or you risk
shattering the well, particularly the intake. This is the main reason that it’s best to install wells at
base flow, since the hole can be bored deeper and pounding the well is minimized. Driving the
well may require a stepladder to stand on.
 When the well is at the desired depth, record the depth to intake, e.g. 25 cm. If the
well was driven to a point above or below the mark you made on the casing, compute the
difference.
D. Pack the Well
 Temporarily cap the well.
 Fill the annular space around the well with the filter pack (silica sand). The filter pack
enhances well yield and helps filter out fine materials that can accumulate in the well and clog
the intake. Pour some sand, pack, and repeat as necessary (see next step).
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 Tamp the sand with steel rods (Fig. S) to
eliminate gaps and make a tight packing.
Wiggle the well to help move sand down the
borehole. Fill and pack to just above the coupling
between the intake and the casing. The well
should be packed tight, difficult to spin by hand.

Figure S. Tamp
the filter pack.

 Next, fill and pack with some of the extracted
Bosque sediments to within ~ 10 cm of the ground
surface, then add a thin layer (~2-3 cm thick) of
bentonite around the casing (Fig. T). Pour a couple
of bailers’ worth of water onto the bentonite and
allow to soak in. Fill the remainder of the hole with
more of the extracted sediments and pack tightly
around the base of the well with a short blunt object,
e.g. the end of a hammer or wrench. Don’t use the
long rod, which could trash your bentonite layer.

. .
.
. .
.
.
. .
. .. sand
. .
.
. .
. fill from
.. . borehole
.

Figure T. The annular space
should include the sand filter
pack and a bentonite seal
sandwiched by native seds.

. . bentonite
. .
. .
.
. . sand
. ..
. .
. ..
.
.. .
.

E. Well Specs
 Adjust the casing height to the desired length by cutting or extending with a
coupler, e.g. ≤ 20 cm in non-flooding sites, above potential flood level in flooding sites.
A pipecutter makes a more level cut than a hacksaw and eliminates PVC shavings.
 Cut 2 notches in the casing ~ ½” apart with a hacksaw (Fig. U).
This area serves as the tape position when beeping the well.


Label the well on the inside and outside of the casing.

 Beep the well. Measure the casing height, the distance from the
base of the well at the ground surface to the rim at the top of the
casing between the 2 notches. Calculate and record the well specs in
your field book (see next page). It is helpful to sketch the well and fill
in some of these data, similar to Fig. V, next page.
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Figure U. Cut two
notches at top of
casing to locate
beeper tape.

CH









Effective screen length (measured
before you installed well): __________
Intake depth (determined before you
packed the well): __________
Casing height (CH): __________
Total well length (TWL, measure from
marked intervals on casing): __________
Well depth (TWL - CH): __________
Beep: __________
DWT (beep - CH): __________
Depth below WT (TWL - beep): __________

intake depth
TWL
DWT
beep
well
depth



Other info that might be useful to
hydrogeology types:
-Auger/borehole diam.: 10 cm (4”)
-Intake diam.: 5 cm (2”)
-Casing diam.: 5 cm (2”)
-Screen slot size: 0.25 mm (0.01”)
-Filter pack: 10-20 mesh silica sand
-Surface seal: 3/8” bentonite chips

depth below WT

Figure V: Well specs.
F. Work the Well
 Wells should be worked extensively after they are installed to clear fine materials and
leach solvents if used (PVC cement).
 Elevate and drop the bailer several times to flush fines, etc. out of the well and filter
pack annular space. Also bail the well several times. The well water should become noticeably
clearer. Cap the well LOOSELY, or use a locking cap if available.


Wells should be worked regularly, especially prior to GW sampling.

 Make the well inconspicuous if it is in area susceptible to vandalism. Dry off the well
casing and apply a coating of gray spray paint, then a few splotches of brown spray paint, or use
camo spray paints if available. Try to hide the well with branches, leaves, etc.
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Figure W: Completion diagram of typical BEMP shallow groundwater well
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Figure X: This chart compares the new Solinst Gold loggers with the older model Silver
loggers. There are three Silver loggers installed in the center wells at Badger (EU21),
Bobcat (WU22), and Diversion (ED10), while the remaining loggers are Golds (with the
exception of the Sutron logger located in the Minnow (WD12) Center well.
from: http://www.solinst.com
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Well

Type/Model

Installation Date

Minnow (WD12) Center
Diversion (ED10) Center
Badger (EU21) Center
Bobcat (WU22) Center
Rio Grande Nature Center West
Diversion (ED10) East
Bobcat (WU22) North
Diversion (ED10) North
Diversion (ED10) West
Minnow (WD12) North
Minnow (WD12) West
Minnow (WD12) East
Badger (EU21) South
Badger (EU21) West
Bobcat (WU22) West
Bobcat (WU22) East
Bobcat (WU22) South
Badger (EU21) East

Sutron #56-113
Solinst Silver 3001
Solinst Silver 3001
Solinst Silver 3001
Solinst Silver 3001 (Baro)
Solinst Gold 3001
Solinst Gold 3001 (Baro)
Solinst Gold 3001
Solinst Gold 3001
Solinst Gold 3001
Solinst Gold 3001
Solinst Gold 3001
Solinst Gold 3001
Solinst Gold 3001
Solinst Gold 3001
Solinst Gold 3001
Solinst Gold 3001
Solinst Gold 3001

8/27/2005
11/23/2005
11/23/2005
11/23/2005
11/23/2005
8/31/2006
8/31/2006
9/22/2006
9/22/2006
9/22/2006
9/22/2006
9/22/2006
9/22/2006
9/22/2006
9/22/2006
9/22/2006
9/22/2006
9/28/2006

Figure Y: Installation Schedule of Pressure Transducers and Barometric Pressure Loggers
*As of September 2007, all wells are uniformly instrumented with Solinst Gold 3001 pressure transducers.
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SOLINST LEVELOGGERS INSTALLATION & MAINTENANCE (Thibault 2007)
(For Enivro 2-inch locking well caps)
I. BEFORE HEADING OUT w/LOGGERS
<
Go to well if possible, measure available cable length for the well, a.k.a. distance to
resistance (DTR). Prep Levelogger (LGR) in lab--coil Direct Read Cable (DRC) to SCL
based on DTR, etc., ahead of time. See section III.
<
Preprogram LGRs as much as possible in Levelogger settings of Solinst software, e.g.,
site ID, units, sample mode, sample rate, altitude, etc. (see section IV).
II. FIELD EQUIPMENT/SUPPLIES
<
Lap-top (PC, w/charged battery) w/Solinst software, Solinst PC interface cable, Solinst
optical IR reader (if available, in case DRCs don=t communicate w/LT), storage (jump
drive, zip, CD, etc.)
<
Solinst LGR(s) w/DRC(s) and Barologger (BAR) if applicable.
<
Enviro 2” locking well cap w/key, and a ring from a key chain to suspend the LGR
<
Water level beeper (submersible type if measuring DTR)
<
Flooding site (i.e. tall well casings)- stepladder, step stool or 5-gal bucket to stand on and
LT support (e.g. well casing clamp/platform)
<
Bailer and root removal tool (10 ft length of 0.5 inch PVC w/hooks and rope)
<
Cable tiesB7-inch or smaller size for coiling excess cable
<
Tape--electrical, duct
<
Measuring tape (metric)
<
Wire cutters, pipecutter for 2" PVC, and small utility saw w/spare blades
<
Small tarp or large ziplock bags to lay sensors on (keep electrical connections clean)
<
Field book (incl well specs)/pencil/Sharpie, calculator, site keys & permits if applicable
<
Cell phone, water, sunblock, bug repellent
III. INSTALLING THE LEVELOGGER
<
Note: As mentioned above, it=s best to measure DTR and CH ahead of time, then
measure out and prep LGR in lab and return to install LGR.
<
Work well: flush/bail several times. Extract roots if necessary.
<
If not yet measured, measure DTR w/beeper off, allow it to just contact the well bottom
and read tape at beep mark.
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<
<

Suspend length (SL) should be ~ 10 cm less than DTR to ensure that sensor is suspended
above well bottom.
Set cable to SL (againBthis can be done ahead of time in the lab, and likely with greater
accuracy, by using a lab bench or floor and a tape measure or meter stick and by marking
1 m lengths):
1. Connect DRC sensor end to LGR. Lay on plasticBdon=t drag on ground.
2. Keeping the DRC free of slack, measure and mark SL from line near base of
LGR (just above circulation hole) to desired length on the cable.
3. Slip the key chain ring through the small suspension hole in the bottom of the
locking well cap. Loop the DRC at the PC end through the key chain ring
to set it in place, and secure w/cable ties and electrical tape.
4. For the sensor-to-beeper calibrations, the SL ends up running from the line at
the sensor base to the beep mark on well. Thus, to the top of locking well
cap (not the suspension hole), which rests atop the well rim where the
beep mark is located (lightly sawed onto cap rim; see diagram below).

CH

cap

SL

well

ground
surface

water
table

BP

DWT

H
DWT = BP - CH

DWT = SL - CH - H
and
H = SL - BP

DWT = depth to water table
BP = beep
CH = casing height
SL = suspend length
H = height of water column
above sensor

5. Shorten cable to the desired SL: Using your SL mark as a guide, make a
simple figure of eight loop at a point ~ 10-15 cm below the mark, toward
the sensor, and tighten the knot a bit. Re-measure SL from LGR mark to
top well cap, and adjust loop as needed until the target SL is approached
(remember to pull out slack when measuring, to simulate gravity). Secure
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the loop/knot and excess cable w/cable ties and electrical tape. Measure
and record final SL, which is likely a little off from your target SL.
<
Beep and calculate hbeep (SL - beep).
<
Make a mark on the well casing below the cap that can be used to line up the beep mark
on the cap. This will ensure consistent measurements if the cap is removed or spun.
<
Lower LGR into well.
<
install BAR if applicable (loop upper end around key ring, secure, etc.). Use a free well if
available. If you must hang in a well that already has a LGR, hang from the key ring (use a
sturdy ring if hanging a LGR and a BAR on one ring). BAR cables are short, but shorten further
if necessary so the instrument hangs well above expected high water level. SL measurement is
not necessary for BAR.
<
If a BAR is not used and a tower or weather station is available, calculate effective
barometric pressure (EBP):
1. __mb pressure x 0.01022 = __m water column equivalent
2. barometric offset = 1m/1000m elev = __m/__m well elev
3. elev corr offset: 9.5 m (sea level) - __m (from baro offset above) = __m
4. effective baro pressure = water col equiv__m - elev corr offset__m = __m
5. actual water level above sensor is total (logged value) - EBP (convert to cm)
IV. PROGRAMMING THE LEVELOGGER (2.0 software; version 1.5 is very similar)
<
Get a BAR reading if possible—from existing BAR or new install (process is similar to
LGR install that follows; not critical, but good to check whether LGR readings are OK at
install).
<
Connect PC to DRC via Solinst PC interface cable.
<
In Solinst directory open up Levelogger.exe.
<
In Levelogger Settings tab window click on Retrieve Settings From Levelogger.
<
Edit as necessary: Project ID, location (well ID), sample mode, rate (fixed, 30 min),
altitude (elev at top of well - SL), channel 1 (LEVEL, cm units, offset if desired), channel
2 (TEMP, ΕC). Enable Time Synchronization to System (PC) Time. The offset value in
Channel 1 can be set, e.g for SL – casing ht, but it=s probably best to leave at zero since
the raw data will eventually be compensated for barometric pressure and corrected for
manual measurements during processing.
<
Save the new logger settings by clicking on Program Settings to Levelogger.
<
Start the LGR (“green light,” Start the Levelogger). It will ask about unsaved data. Any
previous data should have been saved and backed up before this install. Now click on the
Current Readings tab window and select Start the Real Time Data (display LEVEL if
necessary) and note the value. It should approximate SL – beep – effective baro pressure
(from BAR, probably around 55-75 cm). Back in the Levelogger Settings tab window,
click on the “stop sign,” Stop the Levelogger.
<
Enter a future start: Click “green light,” Start the Levelogger. Continue (allow data to be
erased—there really shouldn’t be any). In the Start Levelogger window select “at” and
enter the next half hour interval, at 00 seconds, e.g., 14:30:00. Make sure the date is right
(should be, from when you synched to system time). Click OK.
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<
<

You’re good to go. Close the program, disconnect the PC from the DRC cap, replace cap
cover and locking well cap, and lock the well.
Spray camo the well head if necessary

V. BACK AT THE LAB
<
Transcribe the field book data to a PC install info file (e.g Excel or database program).
<
Back up the install file (portable hard drive, CD, DVD, zip, other PC, etc.)
VI. MAINTENANCE
<
Supplies in addition to installation on p.1: squirt bottle w/water, spare water, mild
detergent, 10% solutions of H2SO4 and acetic acid, old toothbrush, plastic beaker, rubber
gloves, soft cloth, paper towels.
<
Perform seasonally/annually.
<
Collect PT data as normal.
<
Remove LGR from well, inspect. Place on plastic sheet to keep dirt off sensor, DRC.
<
Remove deposition from and clean stainless steel casing and DRC. Rinse with squirt
bottle and use old toothbrush. If necessary, carefully remove hard water deposits with the
acetic acid and/or bacterial/algal fouling with the H2SO4 (wear rubber gloves and use
brush and plastic beaker).
<
Clear out circulation hole near sensor bottom w/spray from squirt bottleBdo not insert
objects through the circulation hole.
<
If necessary to disconnect LGR from DRC (e.g., communication problems), clean optical
IR eyes on sensor and cable head with a soft cloth and be sure all interior areas that will
be sealed off are thoroughly dry before reconnecting the DRC to the LGR.
<
DTR should be measured as part of annual maintenance to track debris accumulation in
the wells (sediments, roots). If necessary, alter the SL accordingly, i.e., shorten a bit so it
is suspended above the DTR.
<
Thoroughly work (flush) the well w/the bailer.
<
Replace the LGR to the well.
<
Check LGR operation w/PC. Check current value (start LGR temporarily). Program a
future start at the next half-hour.
<
Disconnect PC, close up well
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Figure Z: Map of riverside drains which bracket the DWD sites
Revised from: http://209.150.87.60/GIS/AtlasPages/map022_map.pdf
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